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Abstract: Thanks to the recent development in the technology number of IoT devices increased dramatically. Therefore,
industries have been started to use IoT devices for their business processes. Many systems can be done automatically
thanks to them. For this purpose, there is a server to process sensors data. Transferring these data to the server without
any loss has crucial importance for the accuracy of IoT applications. Therefore, in this thesis a scalable broker for real
time streaming data is proposed. Open source technologies, which are NoSql and in-memory databases, queueing, fulltext index search, virtualization and container management orchestration algorithms, are used to increase efficiency of
the broker. Firstly, it is planned to be used for the biggest airport in Turkey to determine the staff location. Considering
the experiment analysis, proposed system is good enough to transfer data produced by devices in that airport. In
addition to this, the system can adapt to device increase, which means if number of devices increasing in time, number
of nodes can be increased to capture more data.
Index Terms: Internet of Things, Big Data, Broker, Scaling, IoT.

1. Introduction
Recently, the concept of the Internet of Things (IoT) increasing its popularity with the rapid development of
technology. IoT applications are used in almost every field such as finance, media, informatics and education. Therefore,
number of IoT devices the number of IoT devices reached enormous values. Consequently, a large amount of data has
been produced. Making useful applications using different kind of sensors such as bluetooth, temperature, humidity and
location has important roles for the business processes of companies. Because of these reasons researcher applied many
useful application using IoT devices. [1–4]. They want to make autonomous systems with sensors instead of using
human power. In such applications, sensors transmits the data periodically to a server to transform them into meaningful
applications. Because there are too many devices, traditional vertical applications are not sufficient for a lossless
transmission. As well as data loss, server response time also increasing dramatically [5]. Therefore, a lot of research and
development has been done in the industry on NoSql based Broker.
Although there have been many studies in this area, collecting and analyzing real-time big data still appears as an
unresolved problem. There are some existing solutions in the industry but to catch data from any protocols may be
problem for them. In addition to this, they are not using micro-services, therefore it will be hard to adapt to the new
systems [6]. In this study, a scalable broker for data that overserved from IoT devices was proposed to solve explained
problems. This broker supports four types of transfer protocols: TCP, UDP, HTTP and MQTT. Because this system
developed using micro-service architecture, a new transfer protocol can be integrated the system easily. Virtualization
and container orchestration techniques are used to make system scalable. In addition to these, the broker contains
optional signal processing module to make signals more robust.

2. Related Works
Broker industry capital, which has an important place in the industry, is at the level of billions of dollars worldwide
[7]. In addition to industry, many studies have been done in the academic field. Manasrah et al. proposed variable
service broker routing policy to select optimal data center and they showed that proposed system has the best response
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and data processing time [8]. Cheng et al. design a broker on CIDAP platform for the data, which collected from smart
cities [9]. Dobre and Xhafa proposed a data collection and storing center for big data which, uses contextual
information system architecture [10]. Nguyen et al. extract the advantages and disadvantages of Apache ActiveMQ and
Kafka, which are open source technologies, by comparing the characteristic features of them [11]. Jutadhamakorn et al.
develop scalable Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) broker by using low-cost computers and open source
broker technologies [12]. Kawaguchi and Bandai proposed a broker for location based data and they used theoretical
evaluation to show effectiveness of it [13]. Raj and Kumar introduced a node sequencing based model to convert XML
twig query into a branch sequence, which can transfer tens of thousands data [14]. Rathod et al. implement publishsubscribe based model to handle data transfer between the SCADA components [15]. Kelemen analysis integration
message broker models for the airport information system industry [16]. Badidi described a message broker platform to
deal with heterogeneity of IoT devices and to scale system according to data volume [17]. Pipatsakulroj et al. developed
high-performance MQTT broker that run on single machine by efficiently utilizing multi-core CPUs [18].

3. Methods
3.1. RabbitMQ
The biggest problem of systems with excessive data flow and transactions is the order in which data will be sent
and processed. Especially in the systems that has too much and frequent real time data, one of the biggest issue, which
effects the server response time, is processing the data asynchronously. Too many data from different kind of IoT
sensors will be transferred the proposed system. Data came from these sensors need to be stored in database and
processed in parallel. RabbitMQ [19], which is open source message queueing algorithm, is used to solve mentioned
problem. RabbitMQ advantages can be listed as follows:
•
•
•
•

It supports the different kind of protocols
It provides high performance
Easy integration
Message delivery guarantee

3.2. Data Storage Tools
Considering the number of devices and transmission frequency, data size can increase dramatically. For this reason,
using relational databases causes the increasing in the server response time. Therefore, NoSql databases, which store
data in json format, commonly used in big data applications. Another important feature of NoSql databases, which work
much faster than relational databases, is that they can be scalable horizontally. In this study, MongoDB [20], which is
open source NoSQL database, is used.
Although NoSQL databases is much faster than relational databases, they are sometimes not enough for real time
big data processing. In memory databases using as an alternative to solve this problem. These databases keeps data in
the memory instead of storing them into solid-state disk. Therefore, data access delay can be computed in microseconds.
In this study Redis [21], which supports many multipurpose data structures, is used as an in-memory database.
Some applications make search for same element many times such as last n data for same sensors in each second.
Because database contains many data from many sensor, to make search in all databases will be ineffective for such
cases. Generating small parts by indexing the target element decreases time to access data. Full-text index search
technique is used to solve this problem. In this study, ElasticSearch [22], which is open source full text index tool, is
used
3.3. Docker
Running more than one operating system on the same physical device is called virtualization. The proposed system
needs virtualization in order to work platform-independent and to integrate with the third part systems easily. In this
study, Docker [23] technology has been used as a virtualization technology. Docker is a fully open source virtualization
platform that has a more flexible structure than other virtual machines. Unlike virtual machines, it provides isolation of
applications using container structures on a single operating system. A system created with Docker can only use the
resources allocated to itself and can share resources at a minimal level. Image and container concepts start to using
frequently with Docker. Image is called the structure of the operating system, programs and libraries required to run the
target application. On the other hand, container, on the is called the operated or stopped state of the created Images.
Thanks to the Docker, a program made with these features can be easily distributed and resource usage can be set.
Containers created with Docker can work in isolation from each other. Therefore, two applications, which need
different versions of the same program, can be run on the same physical machine. For example, two different
applications that require Python 3 and Python 2 can run two separate containers and run on the same physical machine
in a way that can be integrated with each other.
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3.4. Kubernetes
Applications with high real-time data flow need to be scalable horizontally, so they can overcome to transfer
massive data. This method is a good solution for instant data flow analysis, but the load balance between duplicate
applications needs to be well established [24]. Load balance can be briefly defined as the process of equally distributing
incoming transaction traffic to duplicate applications. In this study, several copies of proposed broker are created using
Docker architecture and load balance between the containers provided by Kubernetes [25].
Kubernetes is a container management system first used by Google, then open source to everyone. Nowadays, It
attracts attention as one of the most used container management systems. Basically, Kubernetes has a master node and it
is not preferred to run jobs on this main node. There are several more nodes connected to the master node and
workloads are distributed among these nodes. If desired, the system can be designed for higher use by determining in
more than one master node. Kubernetes not only provides the workload between nodes, but also enables the node to
become reusable in case of a problem with any of the nodes. Kubernetes advantages can be listed as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

The entire structure can be seen as a single organization
More efficient resources usage
Health check for containers
Transition to the new version without interruption
Ensuring that containers work in an isolated network

3.5. Signal Processing
Although, IoT devices are more advance than the past, data taken from them may contain many noise because of
the environmental effects. Cleaning that noises from data have crucial importance for many application, which are uses
IoT devices. For example, bluetooth low energy, which commonly used indoor positioning applications, can effected
from environmental things easily. Determining the instant true data for given bluetooth low energy device effect the
accuracy of position. For this reason, optional signal processing module is added to proposed broker. This part contains
3 different types of techniques: Taking mean of last n data for given device, Kalman filters [26], and Butterworth filters
proposed by Mahmud et al [27]. Detailed information about these filters can be found in the related papers.

4. Proposed System and Load Test
In this study, a broker was designed to help store and process data from IoT devices for situations where real-time
and instant data flow is too high. Devices can be forwarded with the four different types of transfer protocols: TCP,
UDP, HTTP and MQTT. Firstly, producer layer of Broker catches data taken from IoT devices and they are posted the
queuing layer. In this layer, sensor data queued thanks to RabbitMQ. Third layer of the system is called as broker
consumer that is listen the queue. Consumer takes data from queue and it simultaneously save raw data to MongoDB
and transmit raw data to data processor layer, which is the layer for transforming raw data to meaningful information
such as rssi value of sensor, temperature value of sensor, mac address of device etc. After parsing the data, required
fields for application can be stored in MongoDB or Redis or ElasticSearch can index them. Selecting one or more of
these store types depends on application to application. Therefore, proposed broker will have 4 different web service:
post service for raw data in MongoDB, post service for parsed data in MongoDB, post service for ElasticSearch and
post service for parsed data in Redis. For three of them, which are contains parsed data, users can choose to use signal
processing signal processing is selected, also method should be selected. Then, the result of service will be taken by the
signal processing method. All layer in this system is virtualized using Docker technology and more than o copies for
each were generated. Kubernetes architecture was used to balance the load between these copies. Due to Kubernetes
requirements, proposed system should contain at least three copy of each application. The three copies of this proposed
structure are summarized in Figure 1.
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Fig.1. Proposed System Architecture

Since the number of data collected in this system is too high, it increases cumulatively over time. Therefore, jobs
to clean expired data for each storage system were developed. Expire time for each application and each storage can be
selected separately. It’s recommended that expire time for ElasticSearch and Redis should be low. One the one hand,
historical data is stored in the MongoDB, so it can be easily accessible when it is necessary. On the other hand, shortterm data can be stored in faster storage technologies, so it can be processed faster.
In order to perform a load test on the proposed system, kubernetes systems containing 1 master node and 3, 5, 7
and 9 worker nodes respectively on 2.3 ghz 4 core 4 machines with 16gb ram per each were installed and how much
data the installed systems can process per second was tested. Table 1 shows the analysis results obtained for each node
in the hand. For this purpose, a client developed asynchronously to send fake sensor data to system for each protocol
types including TCP, UDP, HTTP and MQTT. Total data that sent to system is equally divided between these protocols.
Each client contains fake beacon data with random RSSI value between the -65 and -90. Initially, 500 sensors data per
seconds sent to system, and this number has been increased by 500. Data transmission was stopped when broker start to
loss data or start to use 90 percent of processors and number of maximum data per second is noted. This process was
done for system that do not use signal processing, system that use signal processing, and system which have both data
need signal processing or not. In addition to this, storage technologies and transfer protocols are used equally, while
testing
Table 1. Proposed System Load Test (Number of Messages per Seconds)
Number of Workers
3
5
7
9

System without signal processing
65000
101000
131500
159500

System with signal processing
42500
61000
80500
106500

Combination of both
52500
81000
106500
125500

For each system in table 1, where each of them has different number of nodes, load test repeated 10 times. In each
time the maximum number of data transferred varies and they are averaged to calculate values in table 1. In addition to
this standard deviations, which are smaller than 1% of mean maximum number of data, were calculated. Considering
these information, it can be said that these results are reliability and accurate. This system was designed to use in airport,
which is the biggest airport in Turkey, for indoor localization system that calculate the position using bluetooth low
energy. In this system, the positions of the employees are desired to be determined with beacon. For this purpose, 2000
gateways were placed at 30 meter intervals. These gateways scan beacons and transmit data to the proposed broker for
each two seconds. Each employee has a card and it is thought that 35000 employees will have these cards in total. Each
card can be seen by an average of 5-6 gateways at the same time. Considering all these, the designed broker must be
able to process 105000 data per second. According to the experiment results, our broker can meet this number of
messages with 4 machines even if signal processing is using. Comparing to the other systems [6, 28], our platform
transferring at least 10% more data per seconds with the same resources. In addition to this, if resources are evaluated
according to prices and the amount of total work, it is also suitable for the Airport applications.
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5. Conclusions
In this study, a broker designed to store and process the real time streaming IoT devices data. The proposed system
will be used in an airport in the Turkey to process sensor data that come from several type of devices. Before broker
design, field of the airport tested and the data flow that may occur has been analyzed. After that, load testing was done
to check if this broker is proper for this airport. According to the analysis, proposed broker can handle data flow in this
airport easily. Additionally, proposed system can easily updated and easily integrated with any system thank to the
virtualization. Besides all these, it is thought that this broker will provide the infrastructure of machine learning projects
as future studies. Thanks to its ability to collect a lot of data, it will enable us to obtain training data in a short time, as
well as its speed in instant transactions, allowing the trained models to produce fast results on live data. Because this
broker can adapt to device increase, transferring many data in seconds and it supports to different protocols, it can be
used in many IoT applications as an intermediate later. Existing brokers do not have option to whether applying signal
processing or not. That’s why, this study is novel in Internet of Things field.
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